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	First-Order Dynamic Logic (Lecture Notes in Computer Science), 9783540092377 (3540092374), Springer, 1979

	This is a research monograph intended primarily for those researchers in
	Theoretical Computer Science interested in the areas of logics of programs,
	programming language semantics and program verification. It is also aimed at
	mathematically-inclined researchers in Logic, Linguistics and Philosophy,
	interested in a well-motivated application of ideas from modal logic. The theory
	developed here, although deriving its motivation and part of its terminology from
	programming theory, can be viewed as a theory for reasoning about action in
	general; hence the term dynamic logic.


	Dynamic Logic (DL) is covered on the first-order (rather than the
	proposltional) level. Regular DL, context-free DL and versions of them for
	treating infinite computations (or actions) are defined and analyzed, and a
	complete proof theory is developed for proving that formulae of these logics are
	valid in arithmetical universes. Various notions of correctness of programs with
	respect to their specifications are investigated within the DL framework.


	This monograph constitutes a revised version of the author's doctoral
	dissertation, submitted to the department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
	Science of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in May 1978.
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Cuckoo Malware AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Analyze malware using Cuckoo Sandbox


	Overview

	
		Learn how to analyze malware in a straightforward way with minimum technical skills
	
		Understand the risk of the rise of document-based malware
	
		Enhance your malware analysis concepts through illustrations, tips and tricks,...



		

Learning Analytics in R with SNA, LSA, and MPIASpringer, 2016

	This book introduces Meaningful Purposive Interaction Analysis (MPIA) theory, which combines social network analysis (SNA) with latent semantic analysis (LSA) to help create and analyse a meaningful learning landscape from the digital traces left by a learning community in the co-construction of knowledge.    

...


		

Yii Rapid Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2012

	Written for intermediate to advanced PHP programmers, this project-based book is the perfect way to get to grips with Yii and rapidly accelerate your web application development times.


	Overview

	
		A series of projects to help you learn Yii and Rapid Application Development.
	
		Learn how to build...






	

The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...

		

Next Generation Information Technologies and Systems: 7th International Conference, NGITS 2009 Haifa, Israel, June 16-18, 2009 Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2009
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Next Generation Information Technologies and Systems, NGITS 2009, held in Haifa, Israel, in June 2009.

The 14 revised full papers presented together with two keynote lectures and one invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected...


		

Quick! Show Me Your ValueAmerican Society for Training and Develpment, 2004
Trainers and other workplace learning and performance professionals have long sought a seat at the executive table. But getting this powerful seat has always been an illusive goal. 

Quick! Show Me Your Value is the first book designed specifically to help these professionals confidently communicate their true value at the most...
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